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Fretting occurs when the tubes vibrate in contact with
their support structure, in both the U-bend region and
in the tube bundle, when there is no lubrication. The
energy that drives the vibration comes from cOolant
flow that is co-linear with the tubes except at the U
bend. Here the tubing briefly turns perpendicular to
the flow, presenting both a different arrangement for
initiating vibratim (aoss-flow) and for supporting
the tubes. In the bundle the fundamental plane of
vibration is like a guitar string, 3600 around the axis.
At the U-bend, vibration is at right angles to the plane
ofthe 'u' with maximum amplitude at the curved
portion and minimum at the legs (Figure 1). Higher
harmooics are generally in the same plane. Therefore
tube supports in the bundle must provide restraint"for
the full 360° while in the U-bend restraint is required
primarily in the plane of the U.

Abstract: Fretting has proven to be·a chronic
problem in nuclear steam generators for the past 50
years. It is caused by localized wear when vibrating
boiler tubes rub against their structural supports.
These supports are described and categorized.
Prevalent thinking is that excessive clearance
between the boiler tubes and the supports must be
reduced to eliminate fretting, by reducing the
momentum that is allowed to build up in the vibrating
tube. Various approaches that have been tried are
described.

The author puts forth a different explanation for the
variation in the observed fretting. Based on hiS 35
years ofsteam generator design experience, and the
observed history, he suggests that the intrinsic
properties ofboiling water at the saturation point may
be used to remove vibration enecgy from the boiler .
tubes and cushion the tube-to-support impact. The
properties ofthe saturated fluid, described by Mikic
and Rohsenow in 1968, have not been properly
modeled in fretting experiments. The physics behind
the postulated mechanism is described. A new set of
experiments is proposed to verifY the cushioning
mechanism and to provide design parameters.
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Fretting - metal erosion by rubbing - has caused
wear in nuclear steam generators since their
inception. It continues to be a problem in some recent
installations. Nuclear steam generators differ from
fossil boilers in part because lower coolant
temperature and the smaller temperntures rise (~t) of
the primary circuit require very large heating
Surfaces. The need to limit the hold-up volume of the
radioactive primary coolant and the large heating
surface required leads to the selection of smaller
diameter tubing, to give the least hold-up volume per
unit surface area. Smaller diameter tube is very
flexible and high secondary coolant flow rates make
vibration control through tube support systems more
challenging.

Figure 1: Vibration Planes in
Straight andU-Bend Tubes

Fretting in single-phase fluids is generally well
understood and documented, and tends to occur
rapidly, as the forcing fluid is not compressible. For
instance, in NPD-21

, fretting failures in localized

I Nuclear Power Demonstration, Canada's first
nuclear boiler.
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After the war John did steam boiler engineering at
several firms and became ChiefEngineer ofDominion
Bridge's new boiler department in 1958. Here he
attended a special course on nuclear design and
submitted bids for early nuclear steam generators and
rebeatees. In 1964 he joined Babcock: and Wilcox
Canada, first as a project engineer on fossil-fired
boilers and then to head up the new nuclear steam
generating section where they developed a new
500Mwe design for Pickering A

John was involved in steam genaator design for 35
years, from 1945 to 1980. He lead the design team for
thePickering A nuclear station in the mid 1960s. They
were the first with internal economizer and integral .
steam drum. The 48 steam generators at this four
reactor station have had exemplary perfonnance.

John obtained his BA.Sc. in Mechanical Engineering
from the University ofToronto in 1943 and joined the
Royal Canadian Navy Volunteer Reserve as an
Engineering Officer posted with the Royal Navy doing
convoy duty in the Meditermnean. When he returned to
Canada he worked at the Naval Research
Establishment in Halifax developing anti-acoustic
torpedo gear. Coincidentally these were parallel rods
that vibrated in water streams.

He is a registered professional engineec with the
province ofOntario. He has been honored by the
American Society ofMechanical Engineering as a life
member for outstanding lifetime achievement The
Canadian Nuclear Association also honored him with
their Outstanding Contribution Award for designing
the steam generators used in CANDU stations.

John M. Dyke
B.A.Se., P.Eng

The four reactors at Darlington A were originally
designed the same as Pickering B and Bruce - .
broached TSPs and scallop bars. Later the design
was changed to AVBs throughout, with
supplementary stiffeners at the V-bend. Fretting has
been reported at this station.

3. History ofFretting in CANDU Nuclear Steam
Generators

The first fourPickering A reactors designed in the
early 1960s, learned from the original problems and
used AVBs on both the tube bundles and V-bends - a
first in North America. Only the outer tubes ofthe V
bend had AVBs, and only at a single position (see
figure 3). All other steam generator suppliers in
North America were using drilled or broached TSPs
at that time with AVBs at the bend. Despite the size
of the Pickering steam generators (over 500,000
meters oftubing per reactor) their performance was
among the best in the world. No fretting failures have
been reported.

While it is desirable to lower flow to reduce fretting,
velocities must be sufficient to maintain tube
wetness. Flow velocity depends on the design
recirculation ratio. Some PWR steam generator
designers lowered the recirculation ratio to two, from
the norm offour or more, pr~umably to lower the
flow velocity and attendant fretting.

The CANDU prototype, NPD-2, designed in the mid
1950s, had a steam generator patterned after US
Navy submarine boilers. It had drilled TSPs and .
A VBs in the U-bends - their first application in
Canada and one ofthe reasons for their subsequent
use in Pickering A - with a V-shaped pressure shell
lying horizontally and AVBs in the bend. It
developed phosphate wastage and later fretting
caused tube failures. These failures were associated
with localized high velocity single-phase flow
impinging on a tube next to a drilled TSP. The next

. CANDV station, Douglas Point, designed in the late
1950s, had steam generators similar to NPD-2's,
except two vertical V-bent pressure shells. At the V
bends, the tubes crossed over one another as the tube
pattern roanged from tight in the economizer leg to
wider spacing in the boiling leg. Mild fretting
occurred at the crossovers where the tubes touched.
There were no AVBs at the bend and TSPs were used
in the tube bundles. Some fretting occurred at the
TSP immediately below the bend.

The second four Pickering B reactors and all eight
Bruce A&B reactors used broached TSPs with
scalloped AVBs, which held the tubes tightly. They
held the U-bends so tightly that at first they were
deformed during heat tre3tment and were replaced.
There have been numerous tube failures in these
stations.
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A number ofpapers ~ave reviewed this histo~. and
the attendant scienceD

• Experience in the USAw and
Europe has been similar. Westinghouse·steam
generatcrs use drilled TSPswith AVBs at the U-bend
while Combustion Engineering used AVBs. All
designs have exhibited some fretting, being worse on
a few early CE designs where round bars were used,
thereby concentrating the contact pressure. Void
spaces at the double bends were suspected of
upsetting flow and ina-easing vibration. Later CE
designs used square bars. Babcock and Wilcox USA
designs were based upon the once-through concept
with no U-bends.

The ubiquitous natUre offretting suggests that it may
occur at any tube-support juncture ifthe vibration
amplitude is high and contact area small. The
literature contains llnumber ofreferences to localized
regions ofhigh water velocity or to wider than
nonnal clearances as the suspected culprits in fretting
faiJuresiv

• The former excites higher vibration
amplitudes and the latter presumably aUows more
vibrational acceleration before impact. V-bends tend
to have m,ore fretting because the excitation is higher
in cross-flow. Since fretting fililure matures slowly in
two-phase flow and seems to occur only when
excitation velocity or impact pressures are Wlusually
high, one might conclude that a solution requires
relatively minor changes.

Control ofhigh water velocity at the design stage is
straightforward butlimited by performance
requirements. While localized high-flow areas
associated with water entry points can be designed
out, only recirculation ratios control bulk flow.
Cross-flow at the U-bends a-eates the greatest
excitation and cannot easily be eliminated. The
support structure must control any remaining
vibration that cannot be designed out

Ideally, it seems that the clearance between the
support and the tube should be minimal so that the
tube .cannot build up momentum before it hits the
support. Investigators have conjectured that excessive
clearance causes increased fretting, but these
conjectures are unsubstantiated. Manufacturing
tolerances, ease-of-assembly needs and thermal
expansion all limit the designer's ability to minimize
clearance. The scalloped AVBsofPickering Band
Bruce A and B solved the first two concerns but
opened the door for denting and increased chemical
attack.

Ifwater velocities are irreducibly low and clearances
are as low as practical, and if fretting still occurs,

what can be done? An attempt to 'weave' thin AVBs
through the tube bundle or the use ofoffset AVBs as
used in marine boilers (Turner, et al, op. cit.) to
provide zero clearance, has not been attempted in
nuclear steam generators. There is surprising little
experimental data on flow-induced vibration and
fretting in two-phase fluids as in nuclear steam
generatOrs. Design guidelines are empirical. Some
researchers used wind tunnel vibration simulations
(Weaver et ai, op. cit.) and some (Hodge et al. op.
cit.) used air-water mixtures to simulate pool boiling.
Most experimental work is conducted at room
temperature and pressure. These compromises may
be misleading, as suggested later.· .

In \Ulpublished work the author used a model of the
U-bends with air excitation to study vibration modes.
Unsupported U-bends vibrated synchronously
togethcor with moderate amplitude and two vibration
modes. However, rigidly supporting one tube caused
its neighbor's vibration to ina-ease. Both the
synchronicity and the vibration increase suggest that
the vibration mechanism is highly coupled among the
tubes.

4. AD Alternative

The author's experience2 in this field and his
experiments conducted after retirement suggest
anothcor approach to reducing the impact energy
below the damage threshold. The vibration energy
can be reduced dramatically by using the inherent
properties ofa Tsat solution in pool boiling. In
addition to the vibration damping that comes from
fluid viscosity and lack of vortex shedding, Tsat

solutions can dampen vibration by phase change and
by mechanical cushioning.

As a tube accelerates toward a flexible AVB, the
local pressure between them rises as a result of the
fluid's inertia and viscosity. Vapor bubbles on the
tube's surface will be compressed; transferring some
vibration energy to the bubbles, raising their pressure
and providing a cushioning effect. As the local
pressure rises and the bubble starts to revert to a
liquid, latent heat is released which slows bubble
collapse and resists the impact. The pressure should
be highest just before impact and at this point many
ofthe bubbles will have collapsed, providing a water
film on the tube surface that will further cushion the
impact.

2 see sidebar
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Pickering A Nuclear Steam Generator
U-Bend Supports

/

Outer tubes had one
central support of loose
AVBs designed to allow
tubes to vibrate freely.

Inner tubes had no supports


